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Glass bead jewelry is hot, and jeweler Nelli Rees has written the definitive, one-stop resource for

crafters of all levels. Readers will learn how to make 15 unique pieces, each showcasing a

distinctive glass bead that they'll create themselves. This stunningly illustrated hands-on

guide-which includes advice on setting up an inexpensive studio-will engage aspiring and

accomplished jewelers alike, and provide new skills that are the foundation for future creativity.
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Nelli Rees was born in Moscow, Russia. She sells her handmade glass beads and sterling silver

jewellery from her website (www.beadmonamour.co.uk), Ebay and Etsy.com, plus at a number of

fairs. Nelli has always had an interest in jewellery making and for the last two years has devoted her

time to glass bead making and jewellery design. She has attended a number of courses on glass

bead making, silver smithing and jewellery making. Also available: Glass Bead Workshop

9781600591235

Really liked the projects which are a great mixture of cute, trendy and elegant. Presented according

to skill level. Easy to follow step by step instructions were clear and specific with hints provided to

achieve better results. Actual colors used with codes were given. Obviously the choice of using

different colors is always an option. Two to three design options for each project is offered. I'm a

rank beginner, started lampworking about 5 weeks ago and thoroughly enjoyed this book.



really nice book

This book is not just about lampwork, it's more about jewelry making process. Each project explains

full process that includes lampwork bead step-to-step making and further jewelry piece combining

using those beads. There are also quite good explanations about tools and basic lampwork

techniques and jewelry making tools, supplies and methods. Everything is quite detailed, and can

be useful for lampwork beginners and those who have never made any jewelry piece. But it's quite

dull for advanced lampworkers and jewelry makers.

Well written with clear concise photos

Thank you!

Currently way beyond my ability, but aspiring tow ard it

Awesome deal

There are hundreds of beginner books on making glass beads, but few that breach the gap between

first beads and pre-intermediate. This book is great because it does that. It's also terrific at what to

do with those all those beads you have laying around. The author's style is very supportive. After

two years milling about with beginner books and hours at the torch I really needed some help

moving forward. This book has been a great inspiration. I am really hoping for more from this author.
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